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Welcome to topic # 029…  
Today, Master Paget and I will 
look at use of paper during the 

Victorian period.



In the case “The Reigate Squire,” Sherlock 
Holmes notes that he could develop twenty-

three deductions on the scrap of paper 
found in William Kirwan’s hand.



The nineteenth century saw several 
advances in papermaking supplying part 
of the characteristics Sherlock’s would 

have used to guide his deductions.



Scientifically, paper is described as 
“thin sheets made from fiber that has 
been macerated until each individual 

filament is a separate unit.”



While it is believed that the word “paper” 
come from the Egyptian word “papyrus,” 
neither this ancient writing surface nor 

Asian rice paper are truly paper.



Both involve the use of 
sliced plant stems pasted 

together to create a 
surface for writing.



Neither are vellum and 
parchment considered 

paper because both are 
made from animal skins.



A Chinese court 
official, Ts’ai Lun, 

invented the first true 
paper in 105 AD.



He mashed mulberry bark, 
hemp, and rags with water into 
a pulp that would be pressed 
flat and hung out to dry.



Ottoman Turks discovered the 
secret of papermaking in the 
eighth century when they 

captured a Chinese paper mill…



…and the process 
spread first to Spain 

and then across 
Europe.



Throughout this 
period, rags were the 

basis for the 
process.



It was not until the end of the 
1600s papermaking shifted to wood 

chips because of it was more 
plentiful and cheaper than cloth.



Originally, the rags used 
were cotton and linen.



Currently, common papers are 
about 25% cotton fiber and 75% 
wood pulp, with very cheap paper 

100% from wood.



The higher the cotton content 
(referred to as “rag content” 
— a bow to its origins), the 
higher the quality of paper.



The cotton used comes from 
cotton textile remnants and 
make a stronger paper than 

those with more wood.



Regardless of the pulp used 
(be it cloth or wood or a 

combination), what holds the 
fibers together is cellulose.



Additional ingredients (a combination of 
rosin and alum called sizing) are added 
to the wet paper pulp to increase water 

resistance and paper strength.



It can also be applied to 
the surface to increase the 
ability to repel substances 

such as grease or oil.



Failure to include such sizing 
led to the discovery / 

invention of blotting paper.



According to family descendants, 
a workman failed to include the 
sizing in a batch of paper at the 
East Hagbourne Mill in Britain.



The batch had been rejected 
and was to be recycled into 

pulp, but the owner 
discovered that the paper…



…absorbed ink if written on 
and developed the idea of 

using this property to 
sponge away excess ink.



Blotting paper entered 
the market shortly after.



The paper’s ability to soak up ink 
from a page was used by Sherlock in 

“The Adventure of the Missing 
Three-Quarter”…



…as a means of 
discovering a message 
absorbed by a piece 
of blotting paper.



In ten of Sherlock’s 
cases, sheets of paper 

were referred to 
“foolscap.”



This refers to the 
size of the paper, not 

its quality.



With the industrialization of 
papermaking, sizes became 

standardized and watermarks were 
added to designate the size.



A jester figure, or “foolscap” 
was used to identify the most 
common size (16 ½ inches by 

13 ¼ inches).



Following the adoption of 
international paper sizes between 
from the 1960s to the 1970s, the 

standard size was the A4…



(8.27 inches by 11.69 inches) in 
Europe, and the term “foolscap” 
now refers to the lower-quality, 

yellow, lined pads.



In another two cases, 
the paper is noted as 

“cream.”



While letter-writing etiquette 
changed during the Victorian 
period (from fancy edges and 
other embellishments to plain…



…high-quality white or 
cream-colored paper was 

considered the most 
elegant choice.



While the paper in both cases is 
mentioned as part of an overall 

examination of the notes received, 
the content is more important.



The reference, however, would 
not be lost on Victorian readers 
to know that the note originated 
from a more refined individual.



As John Ball, Jr. points out in his 
listing of the various characteristics 

that Holmes would have used to 
develop his twenty-three deductions…



…the first among them is the paper 
quality (as noted by the rag content 

and the original purpose of the paper) 
as well as the blotting completed.



Such was the case in 1981 when an 
examination of documents purported 
to be Adolf Hitler’s diaries were 
found to have been written …



…on paper containing a whitener not 
available until the 1950s, despite other 
experts having identified the handwriting 

as the same as from other samples.



As the great detective points 
out, the paper can provide 
information as important as 

what is written on it.



… yes, but we’ll be 
back with another 

topic soon…

So we have completed 
topic # 029 in our 

series… 
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